
Baby Bitch 

1º 108 BLUEBREEZE GUMNUT BABY 

 Young puppy bitch with super construction. Lovely head, nice neck, perfect angulation front and 
rear, mature ribcage, level topline, moves very well around the ring. 

2º 109 CHALEUR HELLO DOLLY (AI) 

 Baby with elegant type and clean outline, feminine head expression, I would like more upper arm 
angulation, I´m sure she will improve it with time. Perfect topline, solid rear. Lovely movement. 

3º 110 CHALEUR HONEY I'M HOME (AI) 

Very balanced puppy, I would like a longer neck to finish the outline. Correct upper arm. and top 
line, good rear angulation. Moves well. 

4º 101 KEANSTAR ONCE UPON A TIME (AI) 

 Elegant puppy, lovely head, excellent neck, correct upper arm, excellent substance. Moves well. 

5º 102 POEHLORGOLD I DREAM OF WINTER 

 Lovely puppy that needs more time to mature. Solid angulation front and rear. Moved with energy. 

Minor Puppy Bitch 

1º 115 NARAGOLD THE GOOD WITCH (AI) 

High quality puppy, super head with lovely expression, excellent front construction strong feet, 
level top line, mature rib cage for the age, strong loin, solid rear hindquarters, moves well.  

2º 120 SERASIGOLD ALEXA ON THE STRAND 

Puppy bitch with correct proportions, lovely head expression, excellent neck, strong upper arm, I 
would like more angulated shoulders, correct topline, strong loin, correct rear angulation. Good 
movement. 

3º 112 NARAGOLD BEWITCHED(AI) 

Lovely puppy with correct proportions, typical head expression. Correct front, correct ribcage, 
strong loin, tail curls a bit at the end. Moving well. 

4º 114 NAZNEEN AFFAIR OF THE HEART (AI) 

Elegant puppy maybe she is not in the best coat condition, lovely head expression, elegant neck. 
correct angulation front and rear. Moved with style around the ring. 

5º 119 CAMUKA RAIN AND SHINE 

Nice puppy with good balance, good angulations front and rear, elegant neck into a  correct top 
line, I would like a higher tail set. Moving well. 

 



Puppy Bitch 

1º 126 BURREMAH MATILDAS THE TICKET 

Very well balanced bitch. Super lovely head, top quality in front construction, solid top line, strong 
rear angulation, efficient movement. 

2º  131 CHALEUR GONE WITH THE WIND(AI) 

Top size puppy very elegant, feminine and sweet head, elegant neck and good neck set, upper 
arm needs a bit more time to mature,  excellent rear angulation, perfect level top line, she moved 
with style. 

3º 122 BEAUDORE SHAKE IT UP 

Lovely bitch with good balanced proportions, beautiful head, good neck, I would like more upper 
arm angulation, strong ribcage, well angulated rear, good movement. 

4º 124 BLUEBREEZE RUMOUR HAS IT 

Nice puppy that needs a bit more time to mature. Lovely head, correct angulation in the front and 
rear, level top line. She is not in the best coat condition today. 

5º 127 SANTAMARIA OUR LEADING LADY 

Nice puppy with lovely head. Strong upper arm that I would like a bit more angulated, correct neck, 
She loses a bit the front feet. Moves full of energy around the ring. 

Junior Bitch 

1º 138 GOLDENOSPREY VINTAGE BLOOM 

Quality bitch with nice proportions not in her best coat condition. Lovely head, strong neck. Super 
upper arm and shoulder angulation. level topline, strong rear angulation. Super movement 
covering the ground efficiently. 

2º 141 KAPARLA WITH A TWIST OF LEMON 

Elegant bitch with good front construction, level topline. I would like shorter loin, solid hindquarters, 
moves correctly. 

3º 134 GUNARRYN ROCK A HULA BABY 

Elegant bitch with nice proportions, correct angulation front and rear,  a bit long in loin. Moves 
correctly. 

4º 135 SONZA GET RHYTHM 

Junior bitch with good substance, lovely head, correct front, very good rear angulation, would like 
more solid top line. Moves well. 

 

 



5º 139 AUST CH SANTAMARIA FRIENDSWITHBENEFITS 

Medium size bitch with typical head expression, correct proportions,  strong rear angulation, the 
best show attitude, she moves full of energy around the ring. 

Intermediate Bitch 

1º 172 CH FETCHNPOINT SHAKE RATTLE NROLL AT HAPPYBEAR(AI) 

Impressive bitch full of quality and substance. She is strong but looks elegant in the outline. Lovely 
head, perfect neck, strong and elegant with the best neck set, strong upper arm and forechest. 
Deep and long ribcage, strong loin, level topline when standing. strong rear angulation. Moves full 
of energy around the ring, the only thing that I would improve is the top line on the move. 

2º 166 CH FANTANGO KILLER QUEEN 

Excellent bitch, super balanced in all views. Lovely head, Well angled without excesses in the 
front, compact body, perhaps it could have a slightly longer ribcage, very solid level topline. Strong 
hindquarters. Very elegant on the move. 

3º 159 AUST CH BARADAV YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE (AI) 

Very classic bitch, well balanced in proportions, typical expression, correct balance in the front and 
rear angulation, level top line, moves correctly. 

4º  168 AUST CH KAPARLA MOVE OUTTA MY WAY (AI) 

Lovely bitch full of elegance, beautiful head, excellent neck, I would like more angulation in the 
upper arm. Level top line, Ribcage needs a bit more time for mature, good hindquarters, moving 
with drive.  

5º 151 CH EMPEROSGOLD TARRALEAH (AI) 

Balanced bitch with beautiful typical head expression, no excesses in the angles front and rear, 
level topline when standing but losing it on the move. 

Australian Bred Bitch 

1º 191 CH FANTANGO SILK ROAD 

Super elegant bitch, quality in abundance from every point of view, very nice and typical head, the 
best neck that flows perfectly into the topline,  excellent angulation front and rear, level topline, 
moves really well with efficiency. 

2º 190 CH FANTANGO WITH A TWIST (AI) 

Top quality bitch, excellent balance and solidity. Beautiful head, powerful front, very good 
substance, perfect topline, solid hindquarters. Moving well around the ring. 

3º 178 AUST CH KIRIEL ISLE OF SKYE AT BEAUCROFT 

Excellent bitch, very elegant. Typical head expression, correct neck, well angled shoulders, I 
would like a bit more angulation in the upper arm. Level topline. Good rear angulation. Keeps her 
elegance also on the move. 



4º 187 AUST CH SHOGOLD SECRETS IN A TEACUP 

Medium size bitch, typical and balanced proportions, good front and rear angles, I would prefer a 
higher tail set. Moving well. 

5º 179 OCEANVIEWS LOVE FROM SCOTLAND 

Lovely compact bitch with good proportions, beautiful head, correct neck, I would like a bit more 
angulated shoulders, level topline, strong hindquarters, good movement. 

Bred by Exhibitor Bitch 

1º 206 CH FANTANGO POKER FACE 

Quality bitch that keeps your attention on her when she moves, beautiful head, good neck, strong 
front with super forechest and upper arm, I would like higher withers, level topline, super rear 
angulation, moves with full energy covering the ground efficiently. 

2º 197 CH NARAGOLD ATHENA 

Fantastic bitch with super construction, full of quality, classic head, strong front, powerful ribcage, 
level topline, good angled rear, correct and efficient movement. 

3º 211 CH FETCHNPOINT I TAW A PUDDY TAT (AI) 

Balanced bitch, beautiful head, good substance, strong front, correct level topline, good 
hindquarters, moving correctly around the ring. 

4º 209 ALNCLAIR DAISY CHAIN (AI) 

Classic bitch with balanced proportions, lovely head, correct front, level topline, good rear 
angulation. Moving well. 

5º 210 KULABAY CATCHER OF DREAMS 

Beautiful bitch without exaggerations, well constructed, classic head with perfect proportions, 
super feet, moderate angulations, not in her best coat today, I would like more solid topline. 
Moving well. 

Open  Bitch 

1º 212 CH OCEANVIEWS METHODE TASMANOISE 

Top quality bitch from nose to tail. Medium size, excellent coat condition, elegant outline. Typical 
head with intelligent expression, super neck that flows into the topline. Perfect proportion and 
angulation of upper arm and shoulder. Level topline. Strong and well angled rear. Deep ribcage 
and compact loin. Moves really efficiently with long steps keeping her beautiful outline. 

2º 219 CH FANTANGO DO YOU WANNA DANCE 

Fantastic bitch, excellent proportions and substance, classic head, beautiful neck, excellent 
forechest and upper arm, good shoulder angulation. Level topline, solid hindquarters, moving very 
well. 



3º 213 CH EMPEROSGOLD WILDFLOWER (AI) 

Classic type bitch, beautiful head and expression, correct neck, balanced front, well angled rear, 
level topline, moving well and effortless. 

4º 226 CH CHALEUR U ARE THE ONE (AI) 

Top size elegant bitch, sweet and feminine head expression, elegant neck, excellent front 
angulation, a little bit long in body, strong hindquarters, moving well with energy. 

5º 215 CH FANTANGO WHISPERING SECRETS 

Well balanced bitch, good proportions and excellent substance, beautiful head, correct neck, 
balanced front, level topline. Strong hindquarters. Moves well. 

Veteran Bitch 

1º 234  GR CH FANTANGO STACK THE DECK 

Judging this bitch really made me enjoy, at 10 and a half years old keeps the energy of a young 
girl and the solidity of a mature bitch, my warmest admiration and congratulations to the owners. 
Showed in top condition. Perfect proportions, typical head and expression, strong and perfect 
length neck, powerful front, perfect feet, level topline, strong and well angulated hindquarters. 
Moves flowing effortlessly around the ring with the attitude of knowing she is a special one. 

2º 232 AUST CH SHOGOLD BREAKFAST AT TIFFANYS 

Super veteran showed in top condition. Excellent proportions and elegant type. Classic head 
expression, fantastic neck flowing into the topline, excellent upper arm angulation, level topline, 
strong hindquarter. Moves very well covering the ground with long steps. 

3º 236  SUP CH PARKRIDGE ITS ALL ABOUT ME 

Beautiful bitch in super condition, fantastic proportions, the most beautiful head, good neck that I 
would like a bit longer to complete a perfect outline, deep chest, good upperarm, level topline, 
strong rear angles. Moves well. 

4º 233 GRAND CH BARADAV A REASON TO SMILE (AI) 

Balanced bitch with beautiful classic head, correct neck, good shoulders, I would like more 
angulated upper arm, level topline, a bit long in body, good hindquarters. Moves with elegance. 

5º 235 GRAND CH BLUEBREEZE COVER GIRL 

Very elegant bitch with a clean outline, feminine head, elegant neck, strong front, correct topline, a 
bit over angulated in rear. Moves well covering the ground with long steps. 

Baby Dog 

1º 2 EMPEROSGOLD LEAD THE WAY (AI) 

Strong puppy with correct proportions for the age.  Lovely feet, strong front construction. Correct 
neck that I would like longer to finish the perfect picture, level topline, mature ribcage, solid rear 
angulation, moves full of energy. Really promising 



2º 10 CHALEUR HAD TO BE YOU (AI) 

eOutstanding puppy full of quality, masculine head, lovely front construction, the best topline, 

excellent substance, super rear angle, efficient movement,  sadly the carriage of the tail is too high 
for me today but this puppy is a diamond with a bright future. 

3º 1 EMPEROSGOLD COMMAND THE LEAD AT BEAUCROFT(AI) 

Elegant puppy that needs a bit more practice to be shown in the best way. Masculine head, super 
neck and neck set, lovely upper arm, correct top line for the age, well angulated rear that needs a 
little more time to become solid, happy movement. 

4º 8 INVERNEE DONOVANS LAST TARAN 

Young puppy with good construction,  elegant type, good angulation front and rear. Moved well. 

5º 6 SOSHYL THE LION SLEEPS TONIGHT 

Young puppy, masculine type, super substance , good angulations front and rear, topline needs a 
bit more time to become solid, moved well. 

Minor Puppy Dog 

1º 18 FETCHNPOINT CATS OUT OF THE BAG AT HAPPYBEAR 

Super balanced puppy with excellent substance. Masculine head, powerful neck that flows into the 
topline, fantastic forechest and upper arm for the age, mature ribcage, solid hindquarters, moves 
well covering the ground with long steps. 

2º 15 CAMUKA MAKING WAVES 

Masculine puppy. Strong head, elegant neck, good angulations front and rear, rib cage needs 
time. Moves with energy but loses a bit the topline. 

3º 16 AUTUMNGLO BOUND FOR GLORY 

Elegant puppy with good proportions, beautiful head that needs time to mature, elegant neck, 
correct topline, correct front angulation for the age that should improve with time, good rear 
angulation, moves well. 

4º 13 LEMRACLODGE DUCKSNDRAKES 

Lovely and happy puppy, excellent attitude, beautiful head, correct front, level topline, solid  

hindquarters. Moves well. 

5º 17 WAKUNPA BE MY VALENTINE 

Nice puppy lacking a bit solidity about the age but this should improve, sweet head, good front and 
rear angulation. Moves well and very happy. 

 

 



Puppy Dog 

1º 31 CHALEUR GAME SET MATCH(AI) 

Very elegant young dog with a lot of good points, clean topline, very beautiful head, excellent neck 
that flows perfectly into the topline, strong front construction, solid and level topline, correct 
ribcage for the age, very angulated rear with best solidity, tail is a bit long and curls at the end. 
Moves covering the ground effortlessly with long steps. 

2º 22 SANDLEWOOD GIFT WRAPPED FOR GOLDSHYNE (IMP NZ) 

Beautiful well balanced dog, good proportions, masculine head, strong neck that I would like a bit 
longer, well constructed front, level topline, correct rear angulation, moves well with elegance. 

3º 23 OLLIANA PURPLE RAIN 

Nice dog that needs time to mature, beautiful masculine head, correct neck and front, correct 
ribcage for the age that should improve with age, good and strong hindquarters. Moves well. 

4º 30 BLUEBREEZE SOLAR NAVIGATOR 

Elegant dog, lovely head with sweet expression, good neck, front construction needs time to 
mature, level topline, solid hindquarters. Moves well. 

5º 29 CALS HARLYN TICKET 

Masculine dog, nice head, I would like longer upperarm and neck to complete the picture, correct 
ribcage, well angulated rear, moves well and happy around the ring. 

Junior Dog 

1º 35 IVYLOCK RHYMES AND REASONS 

Very well constructed dog with excellent proportions, masculine head, good neck that flows into 
the topline, excellent front angulation, level topline, correct ribcage, short and strong loin, excellent 
rear angles. Moves very well. Handler needs to practice a bit more with him. 

2º 38 CH FANTANGO ONE FOR THE ROAD (AI) 

Elegant dog with beautiful masculine head, excellent substance. I would like a bit more angulated 
upper arm, level topline, solid hindquarters, moves well and happily. 

3º 40 BLUEBREEZE BITCOIN MILLIONAIRE 

Elegant type with sweet and classic head, elegant neck, very good front angulation, level topline, a 
bit long in body, solid hindquarters. Moves well with elegance. 

4º 36 GOLDSTREEM PARTY MIX 

Beautiful dog sadly not in his best coat condition today, masculine head, excellent neck, very good 
front construction, level topline, solid rear angulation. Moves well. 

 



5º 41 CHALEUR GREATEST SHOWMAN (AI) 

Nice dog a bit immature in this class, nice head that needs time to improve, good construction 
front and rear, level and very strong topline. Moves well. 

Intermediate Dog 

1º 55 CH FETCHNPOINT ROLL UP YOUR SLEEVE (AI) RN 

Top quality dog, excellent proportions, masculine head, perfect front feet, super neck that flows 
perfectly into the topline, excellent front construction, good substance, strong ribcage, level 
topline, very strong hindquarters. Moves very well, effortless. 

2º 43 OCEANVIEWS A LOVE SUPREME 

Short coupled dog, very masculine head, strong neck, powerful front construction, level topline, 
strong ribcage, very solid hindquarters. Moves well. 

3º 42 BEAUCROFT LET IT RIP (AI) 

Elegant type dog, masculine head, excellent front construction, level and strong topline, good rear 
angulation. Moves with style. 

4º 49 AUST CH PATERBETGOLD N MOOTHIE ESTATE 

Balanced dog, classic head, good neck that I would like a bit longer, correct front construction, 
level topline, deep and long ribcage. Moves well. 

5º 52 FERNFALL MR BOJANGLES 

Elegant dog with a clean outline, beautiful head, I would like more solid front feet, elegant neck, 
correct topline, solid hindquarters, moves well and happily. 

 
Australian Bred Dog 
 
1º  65  CH CHALEUR BARRISTER 

Top size dog, quality and elegance from top to tail, beautiful head with sweet expression and 
intelligent eyes, strong and elegant neck flowing perfectly into the topline, well constructed and 
solid front, excellent feet, excellent substance, level and solid topline, strong ribcage, well 
angulated rear maybe standing a bit long, moves really well with energy and happiness around the 
ring.  
 
2º  61 AUST SUPREME CH SHOGOLD DARK KNIGHT 
 
Medium size dog, very balanced with no exaggerations, quality masculine head, strong neck 
perfectly flowing into the topline, excellent shoulders, super forechest, level topline, strong ribcage, 
solid hindquarters, moves well effortlessly. 
 
3º  66 ALUBYC KING TIDE WITH ASKAVAL 
 
Beautiful dog with masculine head, excellent neck and shoulders, good upper arm angulation, 
level topline, I would like a bit more length of leg for my ideal proportion, moves well. 
 
 



4º  58 AUST CH FERNFALL COLOUR MY WORLD 

 
Quality dog maybe not in his best coat today, masculine head, strong neck , good shoulders, 
correct upper arm, good proportions, level topline, good rear angulation, moves well. 
 
5º  56 CH ANNADOR I PUT A SPELL ON YOU (AI) SWN 

 
Nice dog with classic head. good neck, I would like a more angulated upper arm, level topline , 
sloping a bit at the croup end, well angulated and solid hindquarters, moves well. 

Bred by Exhibitor Dog 

1º 75  SUP CH HAPPYBEAR A NEW BEGINNING(AI) 

This dog is absolutely fantastic in every point of view. Strong, solid, balanced with the best attitude 
in the ring. Masculine head with typical expression, strong well muscled neck that flows perfectly 
into the topline, powerful front well angulated. Excellent feet. The best of ribcage my hands have 
gone to, proportioned and strong loin, solid and well angulated hindquarters. Moves with super 
extensión front and rear, strong topline, the only point I would improve is the croup on the move. I 
can say this is one of the best Golden Retrievers I have seen in my life. 

2º 76 CH BLUEBREEZE LOST IN NEVER LAND 

Beautiful dog, well constructed, not in his best coat condition today, no exaggerations, beautiful 
head and neck, excellent front angulation. Level topline, good hindquarters. Moves well. 

3º 72 CH KIRIEL HIGHLAND LADDIE 

Medium size dog with beautiful classic head, excellent front construction, correct topline that I 
would like more solid, good ribcage. Moves well. 

4º 70 AUST CH BARADAV PAUSE TO REMEMBER CCD RA TK.S HTM.S 

Elegant type dog, beautiful head, good front but I would like more angulated upper arm, correct 
topline that could be more solid, strong ribcage, correct rear angulation. Moves well with elegance. 

5º 67 CH BEAUDORE SHAKE UR GROOVE THING 

Balanced dog with good proportions, masculine head, good front angulation, level topline, correct 
rear that I would like a bit more angulated. Moves well. 

Open Dog 

1º 85 CH DOBRO NIGHTWATCH (AI) 

Medium size top quality dog well constructed without exaggerations, very balanced with all in the 
right place. Masculine head, powerful neck, well angulated front, good hindquarters, level and 
strong topline that he keeps on the move. 

2º 87 CH CHALEUR U HAD ME AT HELLO (AI) 

Top size dog, masculine head, excellent front construction, perfect level topline, good rear 
angulation that I would like more solid in the hocks. Moves very well covering the ground with 
efficiency. 



 3º 78 CH HUN JR CH BONETT BRIDE MERCHANT TRAVELER (IMP HUN) 

Medium size dog with classic head, powerful neck, well constructed in front, I would like a bit 
higher leg length, good rear angulation, level topline standing but loses it on the move, moves well 
with energy. 

 4º 86 SUPREME CH BLUEBREEZE HERO OF NEVER LAND 

Elegant dog with lovely head and sweet expression, elegant neck, good front construction, level 
topline, very strong hindquarters. Moves very well with style. 

 5º 79 AUST CH KAPARLA THE EAGLE HAS LANDED 

Golden dog with masculine head, excellent neck and shoulders, I would like more upper arm 
angulation, good topline, a bit long in body. Moves very well with elegance. 

Veteran Dog 

1º 90 CH FANTANGO HERE COMES THE SUN (AI) 

Absolutely fantastic dog, masculine and elegant at the same time, perfect in his type, masculine 
head with sweet expression, the best neck, super front construction, perfect feet, excellent topline, 
lot of rear angulation but very strong and solid, moves very well covering the ground with good 
extension. 

2º 99 SUPREME CH CHALEUR SAY I WILL (AI) 

Very close decisión with first. Top quality veteran, solid, masculine with a powerful presence in the 
ring, masculine head, strong neck perfectly flowing into the topline, excellent shoulders and upper 
arm, strong ribcage and loin, super hindquarters with strong hocks. Moves excellently with a lot of 
drive. 

3º 94 SUP CH KAPARLA GAME PLAN 

Very elegant dog, excellent construction and balance, masculine head, good shoulders, I would 
like a bit more angulated upper arm, level top line, solid rear angles, moves well. 

 4º 95 SUPREME CH PIARKI WINSTONS GOLDEN TICKET 

Quality dog with excellent construction, short coupled, beautiful classic head, excellent neck and 
front construction, very good rear angulation, level topline, moves well. 

 5º  93 AUS SUPREME CH IKENTRIEVE LA VIDA LOCA (AI) 

Elegant veteran maybe not in his best coat condition today, masculine head with attractive 
expressión excellent front construction, good topline for the age, well angulated rear with solid 
hocks. Moves well with happiness. 

Neutered Dog 

1º 241  CH NEUT CH KAPARLA KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF 



Elegant type dog, beautiful head with sweet expression, excellent neck that flows into the topline, 
excellent front and good rear angulation, a bit long in body. Powerful movement, slightly loose at 
elbows. 

2º 239 CH NEUTER PARKRIDGE JACK HALL 

Top size pale dog, masculine head with correct expression, excellent leg/body proportion 
shoulders could be more angulated, strong front  Level topline, solid rear, powerful movement. 

3º 237 TRI CH (RO/T) NEUT CH TSCH KEANSTAR CARUSO CDX RAE NRA TK.N JC 

Medium size golden colour dog, typical head expression, good strong neck, I would like more 
angulated upper arm, correct rear angulation,  moving well. 

4º 240 DUAL CH (T) NEUT CH KEANSTAR REGRESSA A MI TSDX 

Classic dog with lovely head, strong upper arm, shoulders could be more angulated and topline 
more level, solid hindquarters. Moves well. 

5º 238 KEELOBE YOUNG AND FREE 

Lovely dog showed today in not his best coat condition. Beautiful head, strong front, topline could 
be more level, good rear angulation. Moving well. 

Neutered Bitch. 

1º 245 CH GILTEDGE ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET (AI) CCD RN ET 

Strong bitch, with everything in correct place, lovely head, strong neck, fantastic neck set, strong 
front construction, level topline,  long rib cage, strong loin, solid rear angles. moved with energy 
around the ring. 

2º 243 CH ILEMAURICE CHIMERIQUE 

Classic type, no excess, typical head expression, good proportions, I would like a bit more upper 
arm angulation. Efficient movement. 

3º 246 CH BLUEBREEZE ON CLOUD NINE 

Elegant and feminine bitch, strong in forechest and upper arm, I would like a softer set of neck into 
the topline, solid rear angulation, moves well. 

4º 242 DUAL CH (T) TS GRAND CH NEUTER CH GOLDNYMPH WILD HONEY (AI) RA 

Balanced bitch, soft head expression, I would like a longer neck, strong in front, solid rear 
angulation, moves a bit lazy today. 

5º  244 CH NEUT CH KAPARLA TOTAL RECALL 

Classic bitch with good proportions I would prefer a bit more angulation in front and rear, correct 
ribcage, strong loin, solid feet, moves well. 

 


